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EDITORIAL

THE EASY WAY TO A
MILLION BUCKS IN
MARTIAL ARTS
BY RANDY REID

T

he age-old question of our fine profession
is: How do I get rich in the martial arts
business?
Is it best to have 10 schools all generating
income? Or a giant mega school with a huge
gross?
Or maybe there is another way.
The overwhelming majority of schools in the
United States are owner-operated. Meaning that
the owner is responsible for the daily operations
and occupies most of the positions that are
required to run the business.
And why are the overwhelming majority of the
schools in the country owner operated? Because
the overwhelming majority of the owners either
don’t have, or don’t want to, develop the skills to
manage multiple locations.
And believe me it is a skill.
So, if you don’t have the skill or the desire to be
a John Bussard, Bill Clark, Sergio Von Schmeling
or any of the other highly successful multi school
owners, what can you do to get rich?
How about this? Let’s look at some quick
numbers:
If you had 100 students (if you want to be a
professional and can’t get 100 students, get
out of the business) and the student value was
worth $150 per month, you will gross $15,000 a
month or $180,000 a year.
With a smaller school it’s reasonable to think
that you could operate a 55% net which would
give you a personal income of $99,000 a year.
According to Sentier Research, the median
household income in the United States in June
2018 was $61,858. So... If you live on that US
median income of $61,858, you have around
$37,000 a year to play with (depending on your
taxes, that’s a whole other issue…)

One of my Black Belts just made the last
payments on two duplexes, he bought them 15
years ago, he now owns them free and clear and
they are worth a million bucks.
Now I’m sure I’m going to have some people
screaming and hollering that they can’t charge
$150 a month, or houses cost $2,000,000 in
their town.
But they can relax, these are just general
numbers that would need to be adjusted for
the median household income and median
household prices in your area.
But if you have opened up a school in a town so
economically depressed that they can’t afford
to sustain your lifestyle, then move.
Conversely, if you are in an area that is so ungodly
expensive that the numbers don’t work, maybe
you need to take a look at that also.
The benchmark I use with my guys here in
Wisconsin, which I compared to other schools
around the country is:
A highly profitable school should allow you to
net the equivalent of the cash price of a home in
the area where your school is located.
So, the the median price of homes currently
listed in Wisconsin is $224,900.
My top four Black Belts can all buy a home (a
couple of them even 2 homes) every year.
So, when someone tells you they are doing big
numbers, just ask them; Can ya buy a house
every year...?
And if you want to get rich, remember, there’s
more than one way to do it.

Now if the median cost of a house in the US
is $235,000, your 37k would represent a 15%
down payment.
Randy Reid is a lifelong martial artist and editor
of Dojo Nation Times and promoter of CozTalks!
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In theory you could buy a house every year.
In 5 years you’ve got 5 houses worth $1,175,000.
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MARKETING
MULTIPLIERS

MORE STUDENTS. I have been in the martial
arts school building business for 40 plus years
as a school owner, business coach, speaker and
writer. I can say with all confidence all school
owners would love to have more students.
For some school owners more students could
mean more income, security, more impact or
developing a future for high ranking students
and staff.

BY GREG SILVA

It’s not rocket science. Attract more prospects.
Enroll a larger percentage of trials. Keep more.
In the 90’s many schools discovered the power
of adding on new prospects. When setting an
appointment, the school would ask a simple
question. “Many of our new members find
it more fun to train with a friend or family
member. Is there anyone you would like to
invite to take your first class with?” Results were
good. 10 - 15 percent of new prospects brought
someone with them which resulted in a few new
members. The thinking soon expanded to ask
for an additional referral after the enrollment.
The script was something like this. “When a new
student enrolls they usually are excited and tell a
friend. Who are you going to tell?” The program

director would then offer a free VIP guest pass
to invite that person.
Another way to add a new member is via a prize
wheel at a promotional booth. You have set up
a table or booth at a town event, as people
come over you offer them a free class or mini
program. Or maybe you have a prize wheel and
the prospect spins the wheel and wins a free
lesson. You now have a new prospect trying a
lesson. What about a FACEBOOK ad? A new
prospect replies and schedules a trial.
Great techniques for ADDING on new members.
Today marketing is much more sophisticated
and instead of ADDING we MULTIPLY.
Multiplying creates more numbers of prospects
faster.
Here’s an example. You have a nice kids market
and a small adult market. Many schools try to
offer an additional program for adults. Not a
bad idea. You teach a progressive/ traditional
program for kids. The emphasis of your kids
program is life skills. You then think I need
something for adults and maybe add in a realistic
combat adult program. Sounds good, but is
it? When I was coming up as a school owner I

COZTALKS 6
BRINGS OUT
THE BEST!
BY RANDY REID
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parties. Have all the guest spin the wheel with
the prizes ranging from free classes to parties.
A single birthday party with 10 guests can
easily multiply to 50 prospects. Zach Siokos
does this marketing at BGr8 martial arts in
South Carolina. His school schedules several
pizza parties and dodgeball parties at the same
time every weekend. Of course, it is imperative
that you get all guests information so you can
add them to your prospect data base. Software
companies like RainMaker also have automation
flows to funnel these projects into new students.
This past weekend I noticed a school owner
in St. Louis, Charles Jarnigan run a contest on
Facebook. He took advantage of multiplying by
creating a contest to win a martial arts birthday
party. The rules included leaving a comment
and sharing the contest. He was creating a way
for prospects to actually multiply his impact by
sharing the information with all their friends.
Now instead of his message reaching hundreds
he multiplied it to be thousands.

was mentored by Nick Cokinos the founder of
EFC. When I would talk to him about my school
and programs he would say “Keep your mind
on the bread and butter.” In other words, “the
main thing, is to keep the main thing, the MAIN
thing.” When you have 100 students you have
approximately 600 adults that know about
you, trust you and are very low hanging fruit for
new members. These are the 200 parents and
400 grandparents of your current students.
Paul Garcia is a very successful school owner
with about 650 students. He has about the
same amount of kid students as adults. He
teaches motivation, inspiration and life skills
to both age groups. That’s the MAIN thing.
The curriculum for the kids is more traditional
and the adults more reality based, but that is
just the subject matter. You see we all teach
people. We think we teach martial arts but we
teach people. Martial arts happens the subject.
Now how does this equate into MULTIPLYING
instead of addition? Easy, we don’t ask for
a single referral, we embrace the family and
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show the two parents and four grand parents
how our martial arts program can benefit them.
You can do this with Very Involved Parent
classes, though graduations, educating them
on the fitness, self defense, motivation and self
development. Create the vision of a school for
personal development and share that vision
consistency with everything you do. Bam - you
now have families training with a purpose.
Multiply your results from a promotional booth.
Instead of having a prospect will a FREE class
have them win a FREE partly. On the prize
wheel include prizes like, free pizza party, free
dodgeball party and a free Break a Board party.
The party include bringing 6 friends. Now you
have just multiplied the number of prospects
by 6. But there’s more. The parties are 60
minutes and at the end of the party the guests
get to spin the wheel. Results again are not just
multiplied. but squared. 6 kids come and those
6 bring 6. And the best thing is that every new
member has two parents and 4 grandparents.
This party give away works great at birthday

to Buddy Days. Instead of having then invite
a buddy give them Buddy Bash invitations to
hand out to their entire class. So simple and you
multiply the potential results by 30.
White Belt Buddy Bash - at the end do the party
prize wheel. Now all of the guests get to invite 6
kids to their party.
Have kids invite friends to graduation. Give out
raffle tickets and the winners get a free party.
Next month I will go over the details of a party.
If you have questions please message me on
FaceBook or email Greg@GregSilva.com

Here’s a quick couple of ideas to get your 100
students to reach a multiple of 100. Invitations

Greg Silva is a martial arts
business consultant for RainMaker
Membership systems. A proud
father and husband, he is a former
school owner (East West Karate the first school in the country to
have in excess of 1000 students
in a single location). He currently
resides in West Palm Beach
Florida.
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School owners, what are you waiting for?

United States Krav Maga Association
“Not just a curriculum but a complete business system.”

Afﬁliates across the country
get adults in class with
the USKMA system
• Curriculum videos and manuals
• Testing
• Lesson Plans
• Marketing
• Seminars
• Established national governing body
• Phone app with afﬁliate only pages
(videos on how to run intros, tests,
classes, lesson plans, marketing, etc.)

“I am running your system to the tee
and I’m 130 members in less than a year,
and that is starting from 0 in a city where
I knew no one.”
- Juan Acosta, Ft. Myers FL
“Mark Slane has the blueprint for
running a successful Krav Maga gym,
and his team of professional instructors
expertly execute that plan.”
- SGT B. Hicks LEO
“I had taught Krav Maga for Years but
after switching to this system I have many
more adults in class now and the ones I
already had love the change!”
- J Mendez, Miami

614-301-9825 • info@uskma.com
USKMA.com

Courage Martial Arts has been established as
a recognized Martial Arts School since 2002
and has been teaching and practicing martial
arts for many more years. Mr. Charles and Ms.
Deterville, owners of Courage Martial Arts,
developed a nationally recognized Martial
Arts program for children and families with
bleeding disorders, cancer and other serious
medical conditions.

Hello Mr. Charles, how are we doing today?
Good, sir. Thank you very much for having
us today.
And you’ve got someone there with you. Who’s
with you?
I have Miss Shelly Deterville with me, the
other owner at Courage martial arts.

INTERVIEW

WORKING WITH
SPECIAL NEEDS STUDENTS
MR. JAY CHARLES & MS. SHELLY DETERVILLE
FROM COURAGE MARTIAL ARTS
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Fantastic. Can you talk about when you started
martial arts? When did Shelley start training,
that type of thing.
I started back my training in the early
nineties. Really nothing specific of why I
wanted to start. It was just an activity to do.
One of my buddies had wandered away and
I lost him as a golfing partner. I figured, well,
it was something to kind of keep me active
and I found I loved it. I was working at the
psychiatric center with kids at the time and
I figured, you know what? This will kind of
expand my knowledge base and help with
working with the kids.
Okay. As with most of us, you started as a
martial arts student and then at some point you
got interested in teaching. When did that start?
Around 2004, Ms. Deterville and I are both
nurses. we were approached by one of the
physicians to work with some of his kids.
This physician specialized with kids with
cancer and kids with bleeding disorders. So
at that point in time, We had no plans on
owning or running a school by any means.
But because of their special needs, they said,
you know, can you guys do this for us? So
the first young man we took care of was
having big problems. He wasn’t really being
very compliant with his physical therapy, just
didn’t want to do what he was supposed to
and was mad.
So, you know we said we’ll give this a try. So we
started doing the therapy with karate and it was
much more successful because it was fun!
This kid did fantastic. And then we kind of
reached off of that a little bit and after, you
know, the Doctor ask us if we could also
work with this kids brother who was also
having challenges. We also began taking a
look at the mental side of things. We did a
lot of imagery and visualizing with chronic
diseases those lifelong disorders sometimes
cause a lot of anger. We would have the kids
use the image while striking the disease or
condition and get some of the frustration
out.
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Plus the amount of emotional support
that achieved had a powerful impact
on the kid.

gaining, flexibility and seeing how much this
would impact these people’s lives and really
just give them some goals to accomplish.

That sounds amazing, and that’s how your
school started?
Well, we never planned on owning a
studio, but the amount of referrals we
were getting from the doctor grew.
So we ran it out of the hemophilia
outreach center from 2004 till 2007.
The program was highly successful
and we just kind of outgrew that place.
We started Courage Martial arts in
2007. Later we were able to purchase
our own facility in 2013.

So out of your 250+ students what percentage
have some kind special needs?
I would say anywhere between 30 to 35%.
Well that’s certainly much higher than the
national average and you’re to be commended
for that. Now when I was up there years back,
you had a real strong support staff of Black Belts
that helped you. They were actually volunteers.
Are you still getting that kind of support?
Yes sir. I’m still work full time at my other
job. Ms. Deterville and Mrs. Radtke are full
time running the program and
also the CP center. We have 12
to 14 part time adults and teens
that volunteer their time, so each
night we have at least four adult
instructors on the floor at all times.
And then we also have the kids
in our Leadership program that
want to help. But everyone is a
volunteer, they believe in Courage
Martial Arts and our mission and
they want to be a part of it.

How many square feet is your school?
At the current location we have 3,500
square feet.
And what kind of student count are you
running right now?
We have over 220 students at the
main location.
You also run offsite programs, right?
Yes, the other programs are really
special to us. It’s what Courage MA is all
about. We run four different programs
at the Cerebral Palsy Center in Green
Bay. We have close to 50 students.
Our instructors go there and they run the
program. And it’s great. It’s been great for
our youngsters to be a part of that. We do
invite them to come to our main location
functions. But for ease we go right to the
Cerebral Palsy Center.
Right. So the majority of the martial arts schools
in the country aren’t focused on or don’t have
programs available at the level you do for special
needs students. What got you focused on that
market, as opposed to going mainstream like
other schools too?
We saw the ability to make a difference,
and also to give kids who otherwise would
never have a chance to receive the benefits
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of martial arts classes. There were kids with
cancer, you know, they were afraid they
can’t do it. And it’s like, no. Our philosophy,
courage is: if you have the heart, we will
teach...

And We do a karate tournament
once a year. We do have an
adaptive division as part of that.
I can tell you I got 200students
sitting there and no matter what
age all 200 students are willing to
help.

I had an opportunity to go to the CTE
center and work with some of the clients
there. I worked with just the adult clients
with disabilities. So they’re all over 18, but
anywhere from 18 to in their seventies. All
with disabilities. And the more I got a chance
to work with them, I just really thought we
need to give these guys an opportunity to
learn karate. We need to teach them because
I just know how it’s helped our students at
the studio with confidence and really just

But you know as an instructor and as
a human, we hope to we can improve
someone’s life, and as your partner
just said, we’re really get so much
more. My analogy always is we get
paid so much more than money.
I agree, But. And I tell you right
now, I’ve taught a lot of martial
arts to a lot of students, and
there’s a lot of benefits to being
an instructor, and it’s great to see

them the improvement in MA students, but
It doesn’t compare with taking care of some
of these guys at CP center. Yesterday, one
of my big guys, a special needs student, it
was having trouble breaking a board and
he finally went through it and you know, he
started crying. Heck, I’m a big burly guy, 54
years of age and you know, I couldn’t hold
my tears back. There was a lady that was
in her fifties that wanted to live by herself
and just didn’t have enough confidence to
take the leap to self support, no matter what
because of the CP.
After going through some of the goals she
set and a building her confidence, she was
actually able to go live on her own. When you
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take a person like her that’s been dependent
upon somebody for over 50 years, and just
because of the simple karate program she
was able to go out and then live on her own.
Also, there’s a young man that is
hypersensitive to touch and this guy could
ot put anything on his hands, nothing. Now
he’s able to put gloves on. I mean, you think
about that being so simple that you and I,
but the this is life changing for this guy.
So where do you see Courage Martial Arts going
in the future?? And by the way, Courage is very
aptly named, it’s probably the best name for a
school out there. I mean, you’re doing exactly
what your name says. What’s the future hold for
you for Courage Martial Arts?
We are taking a look at right now at branching
out into assisted living with the elderly.
Maybe teach a little cane self defense. Our
oldest black belt is 75 or she has a blast. I
would love to teach there.

Okay, We’ll check back with you and just see
how it goes. Thank you for your time. I thank
you for what you’re doing and I thank you for
making all the martial arts schools proud of
what you’re doing out there. It’s exciting.
Again, on behalf of myself and Ms.
Deterville and all our instructors at martial
arts, I thank you for giving us a chance to
tell you a little bit about our program. And
again, it’s a great honor to be recognized by
yourself and, and everybody.

Click the image to listen to the full Interview.

THE

HOLY GRAIL

OF
YOUR
BUSINESS!

Our Black Belt in Business Blue Print is
going to walk you through how to
create your Complete Systems
Operations Manual!

How would it feel to not have to
work IN your business but just ON
your business?!

WWW.BLACKBELTINBUSINESSBLUEPRINT.COM

YOUR ACADEMIES
COMPLETE SYSTEMS
OPERATIONS MANUAL
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SUPER HERO
IN A GI
BY STEPHANIE & CRIS RODRIGUEZ

ou take care of the Academy, your
Team, your Students, and your
Family. And you do an AMAZING
job at taking care of everyone and
everything else, but what about
YOU?

you with chit-chat?
Let’s go over 4 tactical ways to safe guard your
non-negotiables.
1. Determine your non-negotiables
• Create a list of:

You’re practically a Super Hero in a
Gi.

• The activities you will incorporate into 		
your life no matter what;

But even Super Heroes need self
care.

• The things you will absolutely no longer 		
do, or allow to take up time and energy
in your life.

Juggling multiple responsibilities is hard, and
maintaining your physical, emotional, and mental
health through it all is even harder. With so much
on our plates, it’s easy to neglect ourselves and
forget to set aside time to breathe.
Let’s take a deep dive into our 5 top tips to
implement self-care tactics into your everyday
life so you can keep sporting that cape and
changing lives each and every day.

TIP 1) SET BOUNDARIES
In order to set boundaries, you have to ask
yourself, “What are my non-negotiables?”
•

To be home by 7pm and eat dinner with your
Family each night?

•

To not work on Saturday?

•

To go to Yoga Class every Tuesday at noon?

•

To have an uninterrupted 3 hour work block
M-F from 12-3?

2. Play through in your mind possible challenges
that might try to prevent you from accomplishing
them
3. Decide what you will do to overcome those
challenges
4. When real-life challenges happen (and they
WILL) , defend your boundaries.

TIP 2) GET COMFORTABLE
WITH UNCOMFORTABLE
CONVERSATIONS
Have you ever had a Team member that was
doing an “OK” job with a task, and you wanted
to give them feedback to help them get better,

Those things sound great, but what do you have
in place to make sure they actually happen?
What will you do when it’s 11:45 on Tuesday, and
you get a phone call that you know will take well
over 15 minutes?
Or when you go to walk out of the Academy door
at 6:30, and a member starts to time-vampire
18 | DOJO NATION TIMES SEPTEMBER 2019
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but you didn’t want to “hurt their feelings”, so you
just accepted their mediocre performance?

10 Years ago.
5 Years ago.

We have all done this, and we
all have our reasons.

You have two choices here:

Even 1 Year ago.

They usually sound like:

OPTION A: DON’T HAVE THE CONVERSATION:

We grow, we change, our life circumstances
change, our priorities change, our goals change,
and our responsibilities change.

“No one else will do it right.”

•

Continue to have a Team Member performing
at a mediocre level

•

Kiss the chance of growth & opportunity for
what COUD BE goodbye.

•

Embrace the
“settling”.

attitude

and

standard

of

As you GROW through life, you will come across
(new or familiar) things, people, activities, places,
and “opportunities’ that at one season of your life
may have made great sense, but present tense
are just no longer a good fit.

OPTION B: HAVE THE CONVERSATION:

So, ask yourself:

•

Possibly groom and grow that Team member
to perform at a STELLAR level

1.

•

Discover that that Team member is only
capable of performing at a mediocre level, find
a new Team Member, who is very coachable,
and becomes a ROCKSTAR in your business!

2. What are the goals you are currently working
to achieve?

Uncomfortable conversations are only scary if
you believe them to be.
Next time you find yourself avoiding an
uncomfortable conversation, try thinking about
all of the positive outcomes that could happen
as a result.

3. If something/someone/someplace in your
life does not align with your core values or
contribute toward your goals, you may want
to reconsider if it should continue to play and
active role in your life.
Every time you say “yes” to something, you are
saying ”no” to something else. #yourtime (I don’t
know about you, but the older we get, the more
selective we are with our “yes’s”.)

Practice what you will say to guide the
conversation toward that outcome you desire.

TIP 4) PRIORITIZE YOURSELF

Anticipate how the other person may respond or
react, and how you will respond and re-direct the
conversation, without being led by emotions.

Do you want to be the best Coach? Leader?
Parent? Partner? Son/Daughter?
Well, you can’t accomplish that if you don’t take
care of yourself.

Chances are, your life looks different than it did
20 years ago.
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“No one else will do it as
well.”
Maybe not, but have you ever
considered that someone
may even do it BETTER if
given the chance?

What are your personal core values at THIS
point in your life?

Visualize the best possible outcome.

TIP 3) SAY “NO” TO THE
THINGS THAT NO
LONGER SERVE YOU

You are correct, if you want
something done the way
YOU think is “right”, you need
to share that definition, and
invest the time to Coach the
right person to do it “right”.

If you struggle with “making time” for your own
self care, flip the script.
Imagine the person you care about most is living
in your shoes. You see that they are not taking
ample time to recharge. You can physically see
it, and by their actions and attitude can tell it is

“It’s faster if I just do it.”

affecting them mentally and emotionally.
What would you say to them when they tell you
they don’t have the time?
We care enough about our loved ones to speak
up when we see them neglect their self care. It
should be a no-brainer to speak up to the voice
that tells us we don’t have time to do it for
ourselves, the one we should move the MOST.

TIP 5) DELEGATE WHEN
POSSIBLE
You don’t need to do it all, and you shouldn’t.
The most successful School Owners learn how to
delegate and outsource. It really is the way to the
next level. So decide what you can delegate or
outsource.
Many times, when we start to delegate, we end of
putting that “Manager” hat right back on, step in,
and “handle it”.

No doubt. And with the
amount of time you have had
to perfect it, you SHOULD be able to complete it
quickly.
While flying in with your cape every time
something “happens” may be an easy quick-fix
solution in the short term, it is HINDERING your
long term goal of being an off-site Owner.
We are not saying you should walk out of your
Academy and leave your Team to fend for
themselves.
What we are saying is that if you someday no
longer want to work IN your Academy, then you
need to take steps toward, place trust in, and
invest time into building up your Team to not
only function, but THRIVE, without you.
Embrace your inner super hero by setting
boundaries, having uncomfortable conversations,
saying “no”, prioritizing yourself, and delegating
when possible.
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Attention
School Owners!
"You will easily make an extra 100-250k
per year in your martial arts school by
following this proven After School
Program and Summer Camp system!"

REAL SCHOOLS.
REAL RESULTS.
GUARANTEED.

Duane & Lauren Spires

Free Quick-Start Guide! ($1,000 Value)
www.MartialArtsSuccessTeam.com
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FREE MARKETING

IF YOU HAVE THE COURAGE TO DO IT!

FREE DIRECT
MARKETING PLAN
Only Two Things Required:
1.

How to manage EDDM Direct Mail campaigns
(Taradel will do it all for you - Click Here)

2. The desire to dominate your market and the
courage to talk to other business owners.

BY DAN MOREL

That’s it.

STEPS: FOR A 5 SPOT
4½ x 11½ EDDM CARD
1. Decide on which promotion you will present
your audience

I

’ve just returned from our summer vacation
where I had the opportunity to spend many
days with a childhood friend who was also my
college roommate. During the vacation, we
enjoyed great times and had many discussions.
One of those discussions was about marketing
and how to get more leads for his business. He
spends over $1000 a month on Google Ads and
he was asking me about doing Facebook Ads.
Since he offers a local residential service I asked
him how much he spent on Direct Mail each
month. He told me he did not have anything
going out in the mail.
I asked him if there was a client more qualified
than a resident in his market. He said no!
Then I asked him why don’t you use direct mail he
told me that he thought it was TOO EXPENSIVE
and the returns are small! I replied that paying
Google Ads $12.00 for click was expensive and
that direct mail, when done properly can be
free and therefor as an infinite ROI!.
He asked me how can direct mail be free? Here’s
what I showed him.
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2. Decide on how many homes you want to
send your promotion
3. Once you have the number of doors you’ll
hit calculate the total cost of the campaign
•

EDDM printing + stamps (Average $0.40
per household)

•

Graphic design (average $50 per
business) X 5

4. Once you have the total, divide it by 4 (you
get yours for free)
•

5000 pieces at $0.40 + $250 in graphic
design = $2250 / 4 = $562.50 per
business

5. Talk to other business owners in your area
that would love to be in your market’s
mailboxes for a fraction of the cost. They get
in 5000 homes for $0.16 each!
6. Collect their monetary contribution
7. Gather all the partners’ information and
send that to the graphic designer.
8. Send the card design and the money to the
EDDM management company
9. Rinse and repeat, monthly.

Once this is started you have the opportunity
to be in EVERY SINGLE MAILBOX in your
local market every month for FREE!

UPCOMING EVENTS

Oct 3-4, 2019

COMBAT BUSINESS MASTERMIND
Alan Belcher
San Francisco, CA

Oct 11, 2019

INSTRUCTOR COLLEGE
Stefan Billen, Germany
Roland Osborne
Dortmund, Germany

Oct 18-19, 2019

PROMAC WEST
Dave Kovar
Sacramento, CA
REGISTER HERE

Oct 25-26, 2019

PROMAC EAST
Edison, NJ
REGISTER HERE

Oct 18-20, 2019

MASTCON
Duane Spires
Tampa, Florida

Nov 9, 2019

Dojo Nation University

IT’S TIME LIVE! IGNITE
Brannon Beliso
Millbrae, CA

Feb 13-14, 2020

COZTALKS

Learn*Teach*Grow

Randy Reid
Cozumel, Mexico

May 13-16, 2020

MEGACON
Melody Johnson
Sirata Beach Resort, St. Pete Beach Florida

June 29 - July 2, 2020
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MARTIAL ARTS SUPERSHOW
New Caesars Forum, Las Vegas

DojoNation.com
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